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Abstract
Objective: To examine how end-of-life talk is initiated in CALM therapy sessions with advanced
cancer patients.
Methods: Conversation analysis was used to systematically examine the sequences where talk
about death was raised in the first sessions of ten patients.
Results: Open questions about the patients’ experiences, feelings or understanding in the
context of talk about their troubles, were found to regularly elicit talk concerning end-of-life.
These questions were designed in ways that invite patients to discuss troubling aspects of their
cancer journey, without making discussion of this topic an interactional requirement. That is, the
interactional work required to not engage in such talk is minimised. This choice is provided
through the open question design, the degree to which negative feeling descriptors are
specified, and the sequential context of the question.
Conclusion: The analysis shows that therapists provide patients with the opportunity to talk
about end-of-life in a way that is supportive of the therapeutic relationship. The readiness of
patients to engage in end-of-life talk displays the salience of this topic, as well as the reflective
space provided by CALM therapy. Practice implications: The results provide important insight
into the process of CALM therapy, which can be used to guide training.
Strengths:
 Well-designed study
 Explicit description of in-depth data analysis (conversational analysis)
Weaknesses:
 Starting point for analysis was subjective, using both explicit references (e.g. death,
dying) and oblique references (e.g. “all black”) – use of “loose, to-be-refined notion of the
phenomenon” rather than formal definition
 Small sample (n=10) with multiple therapists (n=4): Although this was intended as part of
purposeful sampling, this sampling approach may have also introduced some potential
bias
Relevance to Palliative Care
The initiation of end-of-life conversations with palliative care patients may present challenges to
health care professionals. A trusting therapeutic relationship and patient readiness are key
factors in facilitating these reflective and personal interactions. The findings from this study
provide therapists and health care providers with some resources for initiating these sensitive
discussions within a safe and trusting environment that ultimately respects the patient’s privacy
and willingness to share substantive existential challenges of advancing disease.
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Sample Themes and Questions
Theme

Question

Inviting end-of-life talk through introspective open
questions: positive cases

Pt: [talking about being told “that I had this tumour”
Th: What was it like for you when you were told
[about your tumour]?
Pt: [talking about being on a chemotherapy
medication, Sutent, for an “indefinite period.” For
“As long as I’m around.”
Th: And how do you feel about that?

Inviting end-of-life talk through introspective open
questions: deviant case

Pt: [talking about the long time that it took to figure
out what was going on and having a diagnosis]
Th: And how was that for you at that time. When
they were trying to figure things out?
Pt: Well, it’s kinda difficult to define the
transition…..there’s no clear demarcation
point…what can I say, it was fine.

Modulating the interactional constraint of the
question [puts more constraint on the type of
response expected]

Pt: [talking about her husband who does not
understand her condition]
Th: What do you understand about it?
Pt: [talking about the possibility that the cancer may
have metastasized]
Th: So are you feeling nervous about that?
Pt: Of course….Because I’m feeling it’s better to
go….You know what’s straight ahead…..But I don’t
think there’s any problem….
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